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Introduction

Welcome to the Fluid Codes training Catalogue

In addition to the quality of the code, it is the training and support
services we provide that have made ANSYS the world leader it is today.
We offer a wide range of training courses, for both beginners and more
advanced users, covering the entire ANSYS product range.

How can you reduce the learning curve by using our tools?

Fluid Codes Training Services are developped for several subjects and
knowledge levels, from basic simulation techniques to the most advanced
ones, in order to help you achieve your simulation goals.

Through our standard on site training courses, our solutions give the
trainee engineer (junior or senior) the guide that he/she needs to be
successful in ANSYS.

How can I request for a training?

Visit www.fluidcodes.com and go to the “Request to a Training” section.
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http://www.fluidcodes.com/


Training Info
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What type of training are we offering?

• Standard Training: focus on either, an introductory ANSYS knowledge
or a physics specialization

• Customized Training: the training content is adapted to your
application and simulation needs

• In our offices. In this case we provide the complete infraestructure
for developing the training.

• On Customer Site. A Fluid Codes engineer will be sent to your
company during the training period. We provide the temporary
license keys and the computers are provided by either, the customer,
or by us.

Where can our training sessions take place?

• Our Standard Training rate is 1800 USD/day*, with a maximum of 8
computers. One computer can be shared by 2 attendees.

• For Customized Training prices, you can contact our staff in
sales@fluidcodes.com

* This amount will be increased by the travel expenses, in case of customer’s on site
training. Special discounts apply for academics.

What is the cost of the training?



Some customer references
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Some customer references
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Standard Training List
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Geometry Geometry preparation with ANSYS P P 1 5

Meshing Meshing with ANSYS P 1 6

Solver

Introduction to ANSYS CFD P 2 7

Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical P 2 8

Introduction to ANSYS Explicit Dynamics P 1 9

Introduction to ANSYS Electromagnetics (High Frequency) P 2 10

Introduction to ANSYS Electromagnetics (Low Frequency) P 2 11

Fluid-Structure Interaction with ANSYS P P 2 12

ANSYS Optimization: DesignXplorer P P P 1 13

Specialized ANSYS Mechanical Training P 14

Specialized ANSYS CFD Training P 28

Standard Training List



Day 1

How to create and modify geometry in preparation for 

analysis

How to navigate within the graphical user interface

How to generate 2D sketches and convert them into 2D or 3D 

models

How to modify 2D and 3D geometry

How to import existing CAD geometry

How to modify and clean up imported CAD

How to model assemblies

How to utilise parameters

1
day

Geometry preparation with ANSYS

Learning Objectives

The Geometry preparation training course is for users who want to create and modify geometry in

preparation for CFD or FEA analysis. The training will be focused in either ANSYS DesignModeler or

ANSYS SpaceClaim.

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

The course assumes you have no prior experience of working with any CFD/FEA package, although a

background in engineering/physics is assumed.
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Training List



Work with ANSYS Meshing Platform, with full understanding 

of its GUI

Understand the different meshing methods available for 2D 

and 3D geometries

Create tetrahedral meshes

Create hexahedral meshes

Create inflation (boundary) layer meshes near to walls

Apply advanced controls so as to refine and coarsen the 

mesh in different regions of the domain

Examine the quality of the mesh

Meshing with ANSYS

Learning Objectives

The ANSYS Workbench Meshing training course will give you the tools for generating good quality

meshes for Fluent and CFX. The trainee will choose which tool shoud be used: ANSYS Meshing, Fluent

Meshing or ICEM CFD

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

Use of the ANSYS Meshing Platform requires a geometric model produced either with ANSYS

DesignModeler/SpaceClaim or third-party CAD software. Trainees should be familiar with the

relevant CAD tool.
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to ANSYS

Introduction to Workbench

Introduction to the CFD Methodology 

Cell Zone and Boundary Conditions

Solver Settings

Introduction to ANSYS CFD

Learning Objectives 

This course will show how to set up a range of simulation types in the ANSYS Fluent or ANSYS CFX

solver, as well as how to postprocess the results by using our CFD Post Tool.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

The two-day ANSYS CFD course assumes no previous CFD knowledge, but that users have geometry

and mesh creation skills (typically from attending our ANSYS DesignModeler/SpaceClaim and ANSYS

Meshing courses on the preceding days).
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Turbulence Modeling

Free surface flows Modeling

Best Practices

Transient Analysis

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



General Pre-processing, Contact and Meshing

Static Structural

Modal

Steady State Thermal

Post Processing

How to use CAD and run parameter studies

Named Selection

Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical

Learning Objectives

This course will show how to set up a range of simulation types in ANSYS Mechanical, as well as how

to postprocess and evaluate your results

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

The two-day ANSYS Mechanical course assumes no previous mechanical knowledge, but that users

have geometry creation skills (typically from attending our ANSYS DesignModeler course on the

preceding day).
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Remote Boundary Conditions

Joints, Beams and Springs

Virtual Topology

Rigid Bodies

Constraint Equations

Multistep Analysis

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Introduction to Explicit Dynamics

Introduction to ANSYS Workbench

Using the materials library

Meshing in Explicit Dynamics

Introduction to Explicit Dynamics

Learning Objectives

To acquire advance knowledge to perform explicit simulations with ANSYS Explicit STR, ANSYS

AUTODYN or ANSYS LS-DYNA

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers who want to simulate high velocity

dynamic problems, such as blasts, explosions, impacts... It is not necessary to have previous

experience in ANSYS Mechanical, but a general mechanical background is suggested.
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Eulerian multimaterial solver

Elements formulation

Components interaction

Explicit Analysis Configuration

Postprocessing explicit results

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Day 1

HFSS overview

Boundary conditions and excitations

Setup and solution options

Meshing options

2
days

Introduction to ANSYS Electromagnetics 
(High Frequency)
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Day 2

HPC and its setup

Post processing options

Dynamic link between EM and circuit

HFSS 3D layout overview

Wrap-up

Learning Objectives 

This is an introductory to intermediate level training for using ANSYS HFSS for all applications, like

RF/microwave, antennas or planar problems. Participants will get understanding of HFSS modeling,

solution process and post-processing features, which can be used for other advanced applications.

The course will also cover advanced topics like dynamic link between EM and circuit, impedance

matching, overview of HFSS 3D layout interface and speeding-up HFSS simulation using HPC.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. A general ANSYS Workbench background

is suggested.

Training List



Day 1

Maxwell overview

Introduction to the finite element method

Electrostatics

DC conduction

Magnetostatics

2
days

Introduction to ANSYS Electromagnetics 
(Low Frequency)
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Day 2

Parametric Modeling

Transient Simulations

Post-processing

Eddy current

Optimetrics

Learning Objectives

The course will teach students how to effectively use ANSYS Maxwell to setup, solve and post-

process the results from electromagnetic and electromechanical models.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This course is intended for people who have had little or no experience with ANSYS Maxwell.

Training List



Day 1

Overview of FSI in Workbench

Co-simulation Overview, Geometry and Meshing

Co-simulation Setup

Moving and Deforming Meshes for System Coupling

2
days

Fluid Structure Interaction with ANSYS

Learning Objectives 

To acquire advance knowledge to perform advance fluid-structure interaction analysis, both, uni and 

bi-directional

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers with knowledge of ANSYS Fluent or CFX

and ANSYS Mechanical
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Day 2

Co-simulation Solution and Post-processing

Co-simulation Convergence

Static Data Transfers

2-Way FSI

Training List



Day 1

Graphical user interface

Optimization methods

Parameter correlation

Diagrams and Response Surface creation

Goal Driven Optimization

Six Sigma Analysis

1
day

ANSYS Optimization: DesignXplorer

Learning Objectives 

To acquire advance knowledge to perform optimization analysis with ANSYS DesignXplorer

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. A general ANSYS Workbench background

is suggested.
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Training List



Specialized ANSYS Mechanical 
Training
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Introduction to ANSYS and Stress 

Analysis in Pressure Vessel Applications

Solid & Shell meshing in Mechanical

Pressure vessel with internal pressure 

load

ANSYS Mechanical for Pressure Vessel 
Applications

Learning Objectives

Provide the needed tools for the complete simulation of a pressure Vessel from scratch. Several types

of analysis and boundary conditions will be discussed, by using pressure vessels examples.

Timetable:

3 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers involved in pressure vessel applications.
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Submodeling Technique for pressure vessels

Pressure Vessel wind load analysis with ACT

Remote Boundary Conditions for Nozzle 

Loads

Stress Classification Lines 

3
days

Day 1

Day 2

Thermal Analysis

Seismic Analysis

Fatigue Analysis using ASME code 

Section VII Div.2

Day 3

Training List



Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical

Basic concepts regarding mechanical simulations

Preprocessing concepts

CAD preparation

Ocean loads

Offshore structures simulation with
ANSYS Mechanical

Learning Objectives 

To acquire advance knowledge for performing mechanical simulation in Fixed Offshore Structures.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. It is not necessary to have previous

experience in ANSYS Mechanical.
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Piles analysis

Specific Post processing: BEAMCHECK

Fatigue joint analysis: FATJACK

Submodeling

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Introduction to Dynamics analysis

Modal analysis

Advanced Modal analysis

Harmonic analysis

ANSYS Linear and Non Linear Dynamics

Learning Objectives

To acquire basic knowledge to perform dynamic simulations.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have experience in

the use of ANSYS Mechanical, as well as a general knowledge of mechanical fundamentals.
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Random vibration

Spectrum analysis

Transient analysis

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Introduction to ANSYS

Non Linear Overview

General non linear procedures

Non Linear contacts

Introduction to Structural Non Linearities

Learning Objectives

To acquire advance knowledge to perform non linear simulations. Large deflections, non linear

materials and non linear contacts concepts will be discussed during the training.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have experience in

the use of ANSYS Mechanical, as well as a general knowledge of mechanical fundamentals.
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Plasticity

Non linear buckling

Non linear solution diagnostics

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Non linear contacts introduction

Joints

Interface treatment

Contact Offset

ANSYS Non Linear Connections

Learning Objectives 

This training course offers expanded information on contact technology as well as introduction to  

bolt pretension gaskets and Joint technology using the Mechanical Interface.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to non linearities” training
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Friction in contacts

Accessing Advance features via APDL

Gaskets joints

Bolt pretension

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Advanced Metal Plasticity

Creep

Viscoplasticity

Hyperelasticity

Viscoelasticity

Advanced Models

ANSYS Non Linear Materials

Learning Objectives 

This course includes lectures on advanced nonlinear material options not covered in Introduction to 

Structural Nonlinear course using the Mechanical Interface.

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to non linearities” training
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to ANSYS

Heat transfer fundamentals

Preprocessing

Boundary conditions

Heat transfer in steady state

Non linear thermal analysis

Transient thermal analysis

Advanced heat transfer

Thermal - Structural interaction

ANSYS Thermal

Learning Objectives 

This training course covers the basics of using Mechanical in performing  thermal analyses. It is 

intended to expand on the thermal analysis capabilities outlined in the introductory course material.

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have experience in

the use of ANSYS Mechanical, as well as a general knowledge of mechanical and thermal effects.
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to fatigue analysis

High cycle fatigue

SN curves

Mean Stress effect: correction theories (Goodman, Gerber, 

Soderberg)

Low cycle fatigue

Mean Stress effect: correction theories (Morrow, SWT)

Fatigue according ASME code

Fatigue in ANSYS Mechanical

Learning Objectives 

To acquire basic knowledge for performing fatigue simulations within ANSYS Mechanical

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical” training
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to fatigue analysis

Introduction to ANSYS fatigue

SN Fatigue Analysis

EN Fatigue Analysis

Fatigue analysis with non constant loads

Vibrations fatigue

ANSYS nCode Design Life

Learning Objectives 

This training course is intended to be an introduction to the basics of the ANSYS nCode DesignLife 

(DL) product

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical” training
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Graphical user interface

Software general parameters (memory, files,…)

Introduction to the Finite Element Method

Import and geometry creation

Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical
APDL (Classic Environment)

Learning Objectives 

To acquire basic knowledge to perform FEA simulations in Mechanical APDL (classic environment)

Timetable:

4 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This ANSYS Mechanical APDL course assumes no previous mechanical knowledge, but some FEA

knowledge would be useful for completing the training successfully.
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Elements library

Mesh generation

Materials definition

Loads definition

Getting a solution and selecting the solver

4
days

Day 1

Day 2

Static Analysis (setup, solving and 

postprocessing)

Thermal Analysis (setup, solving and 

postprocessing)

Parameters

Constrain equations and couplings

Modal Analysis (setup, solving and 

postprocessing)

Contact creation

Working with macros

Day 3

Day 4

Training List



Composites theoretical concepts

Introduction to ANSYS Composite PrePost

Rossettes

Layer orientations

Drapping

Solid modeling

Failure Criteria

Progressive damage and crack propagation

ANSYS Composites PrePost

Learning Objectives 

To acquire advance knowledge for the simulation of composite materials in ANSYS ACP Pre and Post

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical” training as well as have a general mechanical background.
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to rigid body motion

Analysis configuration steps

Connections

Joints definition

Rigid/flexible Multibody Dynamics

Transient Structural

Link with Control and System Simulation

ANSYS Rigid Body Dynamics

Learning Objectives 

To acquire advance knowledge for performing rigid body motion models and understand the results

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical” training
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to Acoustics

Modal Analysis

Harmonic Analysis

Transient Analysis

Advance applications

Car Acoustic Modes 

Acoustics Analysis in ANSYS Mechanical

Learning Objectives 

To acquire advance knowledge for performing acoustic simulations by using ANSYS Mechanical

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical” training as well as have experience in mechanical theory.
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to ACT

Applications Examples

XML and Python programming

IronPython Console

Introduction to ACT

Learning Objectives

Application Customization Toolkit (ACT) allows you to customize ANSYS Workbench, by using specific

pre and pots processings, encapsulating MAPDL macros or by integration of specific user tools.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. The attendee should have followed the

“Introduction to ANSYS Mechanical” training
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Macros integration

Development of customized results

Advanced functionalities

Practical cases

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Specialized ANSYS CFD Training
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Introduction to Workbench

CAD Preparation

Beam and Shell Modeling

Geometry Cleanup and Repair

CAD preparation and CFD Analysis 
in the O&G Industry

Learning Objectives

Provide the tools needed for simulating different O&G applications examples, pipelines, mixing

tanks,… starting from CAD preparation and ending in Post Processing.

Timetable:

4 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers in charge of CFD analysis for the Oil & Gas

Industry. Experience in simulation is not needed, but a general understanding about Fluid Dynamics is

suggested.
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Meshing Methods

Global Mesh Controls

Local Mesh Controls

Mixing Tank

4
days

Day 1

Day 2

CFD simulation in a Mixing Tee

Multi Species Post Processing

Turbulent Flow Past a Backwards Facing Step

Multiphase Flow Modeling in pipelines

Discrete Phase Model 

Free surface flows Modeling in Tank Flush

Gas-Liquid, phase change 

Transient Analysis

Day 3

Day 4

Training List



Introduction to Multiphase Flows

Discrete Phase Model

Volume of Fluid Model

Gas Liquid Flows

ANSYS FLUENT Multiphase

Learning Objectives

Improve the multiphase modeling knowledge in FLUENT, particularly the selection of the different

available models as well as model methodology.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers with some experience in ANSYS Fluent, as

well as in multiphase modeling.
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Particulate Flow Modelling

Population Balance Modelling

Phase Change Modelling

Multiphase Turbulence

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Introduction to Turbulence Theory

Different alternatives for modeling Turbulence 

(DNS,LES,RANS)

Near Wall Turbulence Modeling

Application examples in order to compare the different 

models

Results analysis metodology

ANSYS FLUENT Turbulence

Learning Objectives

To acquire basic overview of turbulent flow characteristics and why turbulence needs to be modeled.

Background and theory for common turbulence modeling approaches including RANS, LES and hybrid

RANS-LES models will be explained

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers. It is recommended to have some

experience in CFD tools, as well as some turbulence theoretical background.
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Main non dimensional numbers

Boundary thermal layers

Conduction (volumetric, thin plate, dynamic solids, thermal 

inertia, anisotropy)

Natural and forced convection in laminar and turbulent 

regime

Radiation models

Heat exchangers (global applications)

ANSYS FLUENT Heat Transfer

Learning Objectives 

Improve the knowledge in heat transfer modeling methodologies in FLUENT

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers already trained in the use of FLUENT as

well as with heat transfer knowledge
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Mobile and deformable meshes concept

Applications for:

Global Control Parameters

Deformation Methods

Boundary layers displacement specification

Practical 2D & 3D exercices

Decomposition and mesh philosophy

UDF for the management of mobile and deformable meshes

Detailed analysis of the behavior of mobile and deformable 

meshes

ANSYS FLUENT Mobile and
Deformable Mesh

Learning Objectives 

To acquire knowledge to simulate mobile and deformable meshes in FLUENT. It is a Fluent model that 

allows the shape of the CFD domain to change during a simulation, so at each timestep some cells are 

added / removed / or stretched to accommodate the motion.

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers already trained in the use of FLUENT.
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Definitions: kinetic energy, Turbulence and chemistry kinetic 

interaction, flame

modeling

Laminar flame modeling: chemical modeling “tieso”, ISAT

Surface Reactions

Diffusion models: Magnussen model, Eddy dissipation, PDF 

model, Flammelette

Total or partial premixed turbulent flames modeling

General Models: EDC, PDF transport

Additional Models: Radiation, pollutants creation (Nox, 

Suies), atomization.

ANSYS FLUENT Combustion

Learning Objectives

Improve the knowledge in non reactive flows modeling methodologies in FLUENT, selection of the

different available models as well as modeling methodology approaches

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers already trained in the use of FLUENT and

with experience in the non reactive flows modeling
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to Aeroacoustics

Simulation Focus

Direct Focus

Acoustic and propagation analogy

Wide bandwidth noise models

Noise sources identification

Coupling possibilities between FLUENT and other 3rd party 

tools

ANSYS FLUENT Aeroacoustics

Learning Objectives 

To acquire knowledge to simulate aeroacoustics with FLUENT. 

Timetable:

1 day from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers with a high knowledge about fluid

dynamics, equations and turbulent flows
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction

Simulation Focus

Moving Reference Frame theory (MRF)

Stationary cases preparation, SRF, MRF

Mixing planes

Non-stationary preparation cases, sliding mesh

Rotatory machine specific postprocessing

ANSYS FLUENT Rotatory Machinery

Learning Objectives 

To acquire knowledge to simulate rotatory machines in FLUENT

Timetable:

1 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers already trained in the use of FLUENT and

experienced in the rotatory machines industry.
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to C Programing

UDF macros availables

Compiling and understanding UDF

UDF Composition

User Defined Memories and Scalars

UDFs parallelization

Workbench Parameters and UDFs

UDFs for Multiphase Flow 

ANSYS FLUENT 
User Defined Functions

Learning Objectives

To be able to develop Fluent User Define Functions (UDF) and to know its possibilities. Most of the

training is done by means of workshops in order to help the trainee to develop UDFs for its own

applications

Timetable:

1 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers with an advance ANSYS Fluent experience,

as well as C Programing Language (or, instead, a good level of other programing languages, like

FORTRAN)
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to the physical models

Disperse flow modeling

Multiphase Lagrangian flows (particles transport)

Forces and thermal transfer in disperse phase

ANSYS CFX Multiphase

Learning Objectives

Improve the multiphase modeling knowledge in CFX, particularly the selection of the different

available models as well as model methodology.

Timetable:

2 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers already trained in the use of CFX and

experienced in multiphase flows modeling
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Free surface flow modeling

Population balance models

Mass transfer models

2
days

Day 1

Day 2

Training List



Combustion definitions

Chemistry kinematics

Flame classification

Combustion models in CFX

Additional models: radiation, contaminants 

creation (Nox, Suies)

Specific user application

ANSYS CFX Combustion

Learning Objectives

Improve the non reacting flow modeling knowledge in CFX, selection of the different available

models as well as modeling methodology.

Timetable:

1 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to analysis and design engineers already trained in the use of CFX and

experienced in non reactive flows modeling
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1
day

Day 1

Training List



Introduction to ANSYS Workbench

CAD preparation

Marine structures meshing

ANSYS AQWA

Learning Objectives 

To acquire advance knowledge to simulate Offshore Structures with ANSYS AQWA.

Timetable:

3 days from 9:00 to 17:00

Prerequisites

This training is addressed to design and analysis engineers. It is not necessary to have previous

experience in ANSYS Mechanical, but a general offshore knowledge would be suggested
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Diffracting and radiation theory

Articulations and constrains

Multi-body problems

3
days

Day 1

Day 2

Parametric Analysis

ANSYS Offshore

Load transfer to ANSYS Mechanical

Day 3

Training List


